
Forest fires near 
to populated zones. 
Prevention 
actions 
and defense 

Remember that from June 1st to October 15th it is totally 
forbidden to have camp fires in the forest lands and 

“Zonas de Influencia Forestal” (Zones of Forest Influence)
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IN CASE 
OF A FIRE

DANGER ZONES

Only stay at home if it is the authority’s decision or if 
there is imminent danger that makes the evacuation 
dangerous. 

IF WE STAY AT HOME: 
Contact the authorities to notify our situation

Stay together in the safest zone in the house.

Cover openings ( Close windows and doors, lower the blinds)

Close the stopcocks of gas and turn off the air conditioning.

Fill the bathtubs, sinks, buckets with water…

Keep the exterior lights on so that the firefighting personnel 
can locate you.

Soak threatened areas 

Wear nonflammable clothes (it is preferable 100% cotton 
clothes)

Move inflammable furniture and things to the center of the 
room

When the fire has passed, stay in the house in case of doubts 
and wait for instructions

Be careful with loose cables and electric installations, there 
is risk of electrocution 

Take away combustible elements near to the house facade 
(furniture, carpets, decoration...)

INFORMATION: OPERATIVE PROVINCIAL CENTERS

HUELVA 959 540 796
JAEN 953 313 075
MALAGA 951 040 154
SEVILLA 600 163 664

ALMERÍA 950 237 434
CÁDIZ  956 008 767
CÓRDOBA 957 740 007
GRANADA 958 897 872
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PREVENTIVE MEASURES 
IN HOUSING ESTATES

PREVENTIVE 
MEASURES 
IN HOUSES

The forest vegetation blended with populated zones is 
known as the urban-forest interface. The vegetation 
contact or proximity means for this zones, a potential 
danger in case of a forest fire.

Isolated houses in the forest, scattered housing, hou-
sing estates, rural populations and edges of large 
cities are all examples of urban-forest interfaces. 

According to Andalusian regulation, all these houses 
and housing estates must have a Plan de Autoprotec-
ción (Self-protection Plan), which contemplates pre-
ventive and defensive measures against possible 
nearby forest fires.

This Plan must be written by the owner or representa-
tive of these houses or housing estates, and provided 
in the corresponding City Council. The Plan model can 
be downloaded from the Consejería de Medio Ambien-
te y Ordenación del Territorio website (www.juntadean-
dalucia.es/medioambiente/site/portalweb/) or reques-
ted with the contact phone numbers, which are provi-
ded in this triptych. 

Build and keep clean without bush and pasture a firewall that 
surrounds the housing estate with a minimum width of 15 

meters (obligatory by the regulation).  Can keep the trees but with 
low density whenever their tree tops don’t touch each other 

Remove dry vegetation and remains from all undeveloped 
zones (abandoned plots, ravines, paths)

Mark the paths and the streets and indicate the closed streets

The housing estate must have at least two access and evacua-
tion ways

The interior paths must always remain passable and unobs-
tructed

Have a network of hydrants and water suppply points for ex-
tinction vehicles.

Make at least one annual neighbors meeting before summer, 
to disclose the content of the Plan de Autoprotección (Self-pro-

tection Plan) and prevention and defense recommendations against 
a possible fire

Identify in detail the activities that may cause a fire

Provide to City Council and the COP (Operative Province Center) 
the updated list of people to contact in case of emergency.
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Avoid potential flammable construction elements (Wood, 
plastic…)

Avoid vegetation and other flammable elements at a mini-
mum of a 3 meters away from housing

Locate fuel tanks and wood piles more than 10 meters 
away from housing

Avoid perimeter hedges with flammable species (for 
example cypress and other conifers)

Ensure that house doors and windows can be appropriate-
ly isolated (double glass windows, blinds, shutters, doors 

with few holes…)

Keep roofs clear from dry vegetation and other flammable 
materials

Have extinction materials ( hoses, extinguishers..) and 
water supply in the whole plot
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At least 

15 meters

Access road 

Access road 
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